
28th Erlenmeyer Flask (EMF) – Preview 
 
Once again the flask strays.   For the fourth time in 28 tries the EMF is moved to high grass heaven, aka Met-muh-muh-Fields.  
No big whoop for the gentler and kindler Serb.  Met Fields is a joy.  A Saturday in the spotlight during the Hoo Hoo Shoot off-
day will only enhance the allure and twinkle of this 
EMF gem.  Ahhh the Erlenmeyer Flask.  So bonafide 
and beautifide.  
 
But wait.  A 16-15-16-15-16-now 15 man field at the HHS can only generate two measley teams for the EMF?  The Serbs ask 
one more time:  A 16-15-16-15-16-now 15 man field at the HHS can only generate two measley teams for the E-M-F?  The is 
another in the long line of public humuliations for the Serb.  This once proud lot that has often sniffed at the hind quarters of 
the elusive Big Blue can no longer find even 12 beating hearts for a good Saturday walk that is not only not spoiled, but very 
much not unspoiled.   Sure the HHS has been a shart show this time (what with no BDD, no ERN, no WAR, no CGO, no LAV, 
no nobody! And then all the unquals just farging abounding.)   But even so, still there was an real and easy pathway to a 
Mutatos again…and what does the Serb get again?  Bupkis.  Pure Bupkis.   What is it with these three HHS stooges:  MEL, TBK 
and, JUD?  It’s a Saturday morning?  Tape the frickin’ cartoons on your betamax.  They’ll be there when you get home.  Think 
of Poor Geary.  Poor little Geary.  Aced out, by a bunch of nerds.     
 
Anyway, the Serb is happy to say that Bureau is here again to take on this suddenly dominating Syndicate that is looking for 
the aforeunmentioned fore-pete.   The Serb’s data scientologists have confirmed that this might be the most evenly matched 
a two-team EMF maybe has ever been.  Unrounded, the team handicaps are actually within one one-millionth of a stroke of 
each other.   
 
The weather will be remarkable.   Sunshinin’ down.  Could be cold at 8:00.  The favors only the Flask. 
 
Here’s The Serb’s quick take…  
 

• The Syndicate (6) – BT3, W, LUF, TST – Same old same old, although a few are peaking as the days grow shorter.  The 
Serb calls for dominance all day.  No passing Go. Go directly to FOUR!   

• The Bureau (6) – EPY, JRY, STL, DOED – As always The Serb sees great things.  All four of these gentlemen are fine 
players, with plenty of good humor and good shots to call out sing-song-ingly.  But the Bureau a winner?  +150   

• The Flask has gone Green – Flusher than ever (waiting on data scientologists to confirm) at $520.  Add $320 in new 
fees and you got a stew going.  21 under is prolly safe safe safe.         

 
So, The Serb has to see between the fine lines.  The Serb always digs Big Syndy but the Bureau has the real Big Cindy.  Too 
close for the Serb to call?  No-sir-ee Big Dan.   
 

The Serb’s Analysis:   
Met Fields will protect the Flask.  The Syndy may be too much, but so may be the Bureau.  The Serb says awfully close.  The 
flask hopes so and The Serb knows that’s what it gone be.     
 

The Serb’s Predictions:   
1) No weather doin’ nothin’ all dadgum day.   
2) The Bureau never wavers.  Solid all day.    
3) The Syndicate jumps out, pulls back, jumps out again, pulls back again, and then finishes like a champion. 
4) The Flask is the only real winner!   

  
28th EMF Winner:  The Flask.   (TS -16  TB -16)     


